TAIGA principle of operation
TAIGA principle of operation is different from stereoscopic operation of a few IACTs
as well as from monoscopic operation of a single IACT.
I stead, it s rather a o i atio of o o a d stereo regi es ithi a h rid approa h,
when information from the 2nd telescope is unavailable (because it is located at a large
distance from the 1st one or is absent at all), but is replaced by the same information
fro the ti i g arra . Therefore, IACT + ti i g arra o
orks i stead of IACT + IACT .

Stereoscopic
operation of IACTs
(standard approach).
Inter-IACT distance
100–150 m

Combined operation
IACT + timing array
(TAIGA approach).
Inter-IACT distance
may be increased
to 600–800 m

TAIGA-IACT first data
EAS count rate of the first IACT prototype with 6 mirrors installed is 5x105 events per night. Part of these events
(104 per night) was detected also by the timing array – joi t e e ts .
Before analyzing TAIGA-IACT images, all values of the signal amplitude
in PMTs of the camera were transformed from ADC codes
to photoelectrons, taking into account the difference between
quantum efficiency of various PMTs as well as the difference between
their sensitivity. After that the image cleaning procedure was
performed to remove the night sky background light from images.
The figure presents an example of the joint event from the TAIGA
prototype. For these events the EAS core position is determined
by the timing array TAIGA-HiSCORE and projected onto the camera
pla e. The i age ajor a is ( hi h is a IACT predi tio of the EAS
core direction; black line) is in good agreement with the direction
to the HiSCORE-predicted core position (red line). Therefore, first
IACT data indicated good agreement with the timing detectors data,
which means a successful start of the first stage of the combined
approach to -ray EAS detection (IACT + timing array).
An important characteristic of any IACT i age is the so alled i age size , that is a total sum of all photoelectrons
i the i age. It s si ilar to the u er of photoele tro s Q measured by the timing array TAIGA-HiSCORE.
The comparison of the IACT image size with the prediction of this value obtained in TAIGA-HiSCORE is presented
in the left figure. The prediction was taken as a result of the fit of lateral distribution function measured
by HiSCORE. The dependence of the measured value on its predicted value is linear with some fluctuation
around the theoretical line. This result both confirms the correct functioning of the IACT and demonstrates
the possibility of using the IACT as an additional hit detector in the TAIGA-HiSCORE installation.
In the right figure the spectra of image size are presented for comparison of experiment and simulation.
For illustration we show two Monte Carlo predictions: 3–1000 TeV and 100–1000 TeV. The figure demonstrates
good agreement between the joint events and simulated ones with energies greater than 100 TeV, which is
the joint event threshold (the corresponding threshold in photoelectrons is 300–400 p.e). The region 120–300 p.e.
corresponds to the showers with energies E<100 TeV. The spectrum of all events (red curve) in the region
to the left from 100–150 p.e. represents the readout of the night sky background events, which occasionally
pass the trigger in a single PMT cluster. The energy threshold of a single IACT prototype is expected as 2–3 TeV.

TAIGA advantages
TAIGA assumes relatively inexpensive approach to ground-based gamma-ray astronomy
– a combined technique of using monoscopic IACTs simultaneously with timing
detectors. The first IACT of TAIGA has already taken first data, two additional IACTs
will be developed and put in operation in 2018–2019 for covering a total area of 1 km2.
The TAIGA expectation of sensitivity to local sources is compared with various groundbased experiments in the figure.

Another advantage is a geographical
location of TAIGA, which allows
500 h/year observing T ho s SNR,
unavailable for HAWC and LHAASO arrays.
The other possible candidates for TAIGA
observation (with a 1 km2 area)
are listed in a table.
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